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ABSTRACT
Beginning in 2004, the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) pursued the adaptation of the well-established plugand-play model from the personal computer to spacecraft. In the intervening decade, the government invested over
$100M in developing “Space Plug-and-play Avionics” (SPA). The pursuit was intended to make possible the “sixday spacecraft”, supporting operationally responsive space (ORS). SPA is a special branding of open architecture
that combines black-box modularity and standard, intelligent interfaces to form composable networks. With a goal
to make complex systems appear simple, a full range of open architecture (OA) concepts in hardware, software, and
protocols emerged from this work. A number of flight projects (most notably the ORS Modular Space Vehicle) and
international agreements (especially Sweden) have since been undertaken in the name of this work. Ten SPA
standards been published by the AIAA, and an open-source knowledge base is nearing completion that represents a
repository of key intellectual products from this work. This paper will review the history, technology, and status of
this ambitious development.

YouTube), and a set of concepts codified in a number
of published AIAA standards.

INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, the Air Force Research
Laboratory (AFRL) developed modularity approach for
complex systems, focusing predominantly on
spacecraft, inspired by the plug-and-play model used in
the personal computer. The approach was motivated by
a then new concept called “operationally responsive
space” (ORS), which had mostly been focused on
spacelift for rapid-response missions.
In order to
achieve a vision of (for example) a “six-day spacecraft”
to empower these missions, researchers at AFRL
identified a spectrum of technology ideas, including
some rudimentary notions about how complex systems
might be formed as self-organizing networks of selfdescribing components. These ideas soon became the
basis of a program called space plug-and-play avionics
(SPA), which eventually became the dominant focus of
a portfolio of responsive space research at AFRL The
next several years marked a frenetic period of
technology innovation, the emergence of a dedicated
Department of Defense (DoD) organization (the ORS
office),
demonstrations
of
“concept
car”
implementations (replete with rapid assembly videos on
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The last several years marked a period of transition for
the SPA research program, demarcated in part by a
slight rebranding (“Modular Network Architecture” or
“MONARCH”) as the core ideas have matured through
flight demonstrations, international cooperative
programs, and are being actively studied for a range of
applications well beyond the originally planned uses for
rapid spacecraft development (including traditional
“large” spacecraft, launch vehicles, and even aircraft
munitions). As the remnant investments from the
original research program wind down, a knowledge
base and online repository are being established to
expose key intellectual property and documentation to a
broader community.
It is the intent of this paper to provide a synopsis of the
SPA research program. The paper is organized as
follows.
We first review the timeline of SPA
development. Next, we provide a sweeping overview
of the SPA technologies, including those “bleeding
edges” that remain to be explored (concepts enabling
the six-day spacecraft but not matured). We then
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describe in more detailed sections the baseline
represented by the plug-and-play middleware and
expressed in the current set of approved SPA standards.
Finally, we discuss the present frontier of SPA
developments, to include some current collaborations
and a planned online repository to convey key
intellectual products.

examine a spectrum of concepts for creating a modular
plug-and-play open architecture in which building
block hardware and software could be interchanged and
scalably composed to support the notion of a “six-day
spacecraft” on demand.
In-house SPA Research and Development
Among the ideas under study in the RST was the
creation of “concept spacecraft”, inspired by the
concept cars of Detroit. As early as 2006, mechanically
inert (but electrically active) versions of these
spacecraft began to appear. These were the precursors
of the plug-and-play satellites (PnPSats), (Figure 1),
which featured a number of gridded (pegboard like)
structure panels that formed the primary satellite
structure. Modular components, designed to align with
these grids, were created. All of these components
contained circuitry to implement the plug-and-play
interfaces. Notably, all components were selfdescribing and automatically detected when mounted
onto panels and connected using a cabling approach
reminiscent of the USB cables and hubs used in
personal computers.

HISTORY/BACKGROUND
Responsive space lift referred to the notion of low-cost
and ubiquitous launch capability, an idea that in 2003
motivated an AFRL special study [1] that examined
through technology ways that space missions could be
more rapidly created. It became clear that while the
ability to launch on demand would be a fundamental
enabler, it would also be necessary to address how
spacecraft also could be created rapidly to carry out
missions. A number of promising technologies were
identified, among those a set of architectural concepts
for creating electronic systems (referred to
“responsivonics”). An inaugural workshop, held in
July 2004, was titled “Space Plug-and-play Avionics”,
and attended by nearly 150 individuals from
government, industry, and academia. The objectives of
this workshop [2] was to:






Outline a strawman architecture and
methodology for a unified and open approach
to enable plug-and-play (PnP) assembly,
integration, test, calibration, and deployment
of avionics components and subsystems;
Obtain feedback and guidance from
participants
to
improve
focus
and
reasonableness of methodology for near term
implementation;
Identify a community of interest and establish
the means to support this methodology through
suitable forums (i.e., workshops, standards
bodies)

Figure
Plug-and-play
our1.start
(responsive Satellite
space) 1 (PnPSat-1)
Two generations of plug-and-play satellites were
created in the RST as reference architectures that
embodied the direct application of SPA concepts,
primarily to study how such an approach would support
rapid system development. PnPSat-1 was built with
representative flight components, some scavenged from
previous AFRL experimental missions. PnPSat-1, based
on a modular interpretation of TacSat-2 [3], was used to
examine issues associated with distributing data and
power
in
composable
networks,
component
interchangeability, and the “kinetics” of rapid assembly.
The latter notion is most notably depicted in NASCAR
like exercises, demonstrating the ability to assemble a
spacecraft from modular components in less than four
hours [4]. While not originally intended for spaceflight,
PnPSat-1 was briefly considered for launch on the
SpaceX Falcon spacecraft in 2009 [5].

Five other SPA workshops were held from 2004-2006,
which, reinforced by parallel in-house research and a
number of small business innovative research (SBIR)
projects formed the basic set of ideas associated with
the SPA “brand” of plug-and-play. At the beginning of
the workshop series, many open architecture and plugand-play concepts were discussed, along with some
proprietary approaches. While many of these could
address some portion of a robust and real-time plugand-play system, it became clear that none of these
were complete frameworks. Over the sequence of
workshops, however, the elements of a new framework
emerged, conducive to exploration through more
focused research. A dedicated responsive space testbed
(RST) at AFRL (Kirtland AFB,NM) was established to
Lyke et.al.
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PnPSat-2, essentially a third pass attempt to create a
modular spacecraft, explored incremental advances in
the PnPSat-1 architecture, chiefly to create more robust
components, particularly radiation-tolerant electronics.
It preserved most of the previous conventions
developed in the PnPSat-1 (Figure 2), including the use
of a pegboard-like mounting structure with electronics
embedded in the panels.

concepts through training seminars ranging from two
hours to two days based on the CubeFlow system. The
seminars were predominantly administered by the
COSMIAC group (part of the University of New
Mexico), and the CubeFlow concept was evolved
considerably further in the AFRL international
programs with Sweden.

Figure 3. CubeFlow, modular cubesat for teaching
SPA concepts.
Figure 2. Plug-and-Play Satellite 2 (PnPSat-2).
CubeSat-inspired Outreach
As the ideas of SPA were becoming more mature in the
laboratory, efforts to document the research lagged
significantly behind. Even as our team struggled to
correct this deficiency, it was also clear that teaching
tools (in which interested researchers might be able to
apply SPA ideas directly) could go a long way in
rapidly transitioning concepts. Furthermore, we found
that even parts of the research effort that were well
documented were difficult to transition, since would-be
users (perhaps not surprisingly) would often not read
the documentation that had been created. For these and
other reasons, we set out to create a teaching tool in the
form of the compact system embodying many of the
key SPA ideas. As CubeSat concepts had steadily
gained in popularity, AFRL with funding from the ORS
office in 2008, developed a Cubesat interpretation of
the PnPSat series.

International Cooperation
International interest in plug-and-play dates back to at
least 2006 [7] (and likely well before 2006) in the
European-led CCSDS international standardization
community. SPA, as an approach, has been extensively
reviewed and portions of it have influenced the
evolution of standards for onboard information systems.
The most significant international activity in SPA is an
ongoing collaborative research program with Sweden,
referred to as the Nanosatellite and Plug-and-Play
Architecture (NAPA) project. NAPA was triggered by
an Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR) –
sponsored visit to AFRL in March 2006, leading to a
series of activities including two formal program
agreements (PAs). The first activity (NAPA1), was a
small grant (2007-2009) from AFRL to AAC Microtec
(Uppsala, Sweden) to study advanced thermal
management strategies for nano spacecraft. The first
formalized PA (NAPA2) represented a fusion of
influences in US and Swedish research, which enriched
the base of ideas in SPA to include the introduction of a
simpler variant of SPA interface, the evolution of
CubeFlow into a more capable testbed, the creation of
simple catalog items based on SPA including test
equipment, and eventual transitions to experimental
flight projects (2009-2011). While NAPA2 focused
primarily on harmonizing plug-and-play concepts and
developing simple SPA-based modules, the more
ambitious NAPA3 project (2013-2020) is exploring the
development of jointly produced SPA-based

This body of work was referred to as the “CubeFlow”
project [6]. CubeFlow combined a simplified modular
cubesat structure (Figure 3) with low-cost avionics,
including a consumer 802.11 WiFi interface to serve as
a mock communications system, and web-based online
tools to permit users to interactively develop simple
plug-and-play modules and tester applications.
Approximately 20 CubeFlow systems were developed
and distributed to a variety of government research
laboratories and centers, universities, and companies.
An initial workshop was convened in May 2009 at the
Space Dynamics Laboratory (Logan, UT). Since then,
at least 600 individuals have gained exposure to SPA
Lyke et.al.
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nanospacecraft, studying their military utility, and
exploring further concepts relating to the “kinetics” of
rapid system development.

(TacSat) experimental missions, only TacSat-3 featured
plug-and-play architecture and even then only as a
minor sub-experiment. A fifth TacSat had been in
planning, which had been viewed as an opportunity to
create an experimental mission based on a fully plugand-play architecture. Instead, TacSat-5 was converted
into a technology maturation program referred to as the
Advanced Plug-and-play Technology (APT) program.
The program was competitively awarded to a group of
six contractors in 2009 (Broadreach Engineering,
Commtech Aeroastro, Miltec Corporation, Northrup
Grumman, SEAKR Engineering, and Sierra Nevada
Corporation).

Flight Demonstrations
It has often been the view (right or wrong) that a critical
gate in the acceptance of the technology developed for
space its on-orbit demonstration.
The initial
demonstration of SPA in flight was a sub-orbital
sounding rocket, referred to as the Re-Entry Structures
Experiment (RESE), launched from White Sands
Missile Range in September 2007.
The SPA
experiment on RESE contained a hosted network of
four
simple
SPA
components
(rudimentary
thermometer, strain gauge, and other sensors),
demonstrating the successful operation of SPA in the
six-minute flight.

The APT program, as a somewhat more formal
contractual activity, was organized in a series of
activities, referred to as “Task Orders”:

The next flight demonstration of SPA was as part of the
TacSat-3 spacecraft mission, launched in May 2009.
Another four-port demonstration of SPA (as in RESE),
the SPA experiment was tested on-orbit, and deemed to
be primarily successful, since three of the four SPA
components operated.
Even the failure of one
component provide useful insights into the ability of the
SPA infrastructure to manage and contain the effects of
component failures.
One of the more unusual flight demonstrations of SPA
was in the form of a small Cubesat that was launched
from the international space station (ISS) in 2012.
TechEdSat, developed through the Swedish cooperation
with NASA and the Japanese space agency (JAXA),
was one of the first Cubesats deployed from ISS
(Figure 2), and it successfully beaconed to the ground
demonstrating a very elementary SPA-based spacecraft.

Task Order 1. Study the integration of SPA
concepts into existing development practices of
particular contractors (all six contractors were
funded to participate).



Task Order 2. Accelerate the development of SPA
standards (all contractors were funded to
participate).



Task Order 3. Developed SPA network prototypes
based on work done in Task Orders 1 and 2 (three
contractors – Broadreach Engineering, SEAKR,
and Commtech AeroAstro – were funded to
participate).

In these Task Orders, spacecraft primes and spacecraft
component suppliers each created independent testbeds
and provided useful interactions with the AFRL
developers that resulted in improving the SPA
technologies and the associated standards.
The Modular Space Vehicle (MSV)
Since the SPA technology was created in the name of
responsive space pursuit and its early work predated the
existence of the ORS office, it would come as no
surprise that the ORS office would have an enduring
interest. While the first operational spacecraft (ORS-1)
did not employ SPA technology, a procurement in
support of a second operational spacecraft, referred to
as the Modular Space Vehicle (MSV) [8], led to the
award of contracts that developed a fully SPA-based
spacecraft. The MSV was recently completed, and
represents the most significant insertion of the SPA
technology to date, since the MSV is considered to be
capable as an “operational” (as opposed to
experimental) spacecraft.

Figure 4. SPA-based TechEdSat deployed from ISS.
SPA Maturation – Bringing in the Industry
Following a period of creative technology development
(2004-2009), there was considerable interest in
transitioning SPA from a laboratory plaything to a
technology suitable for use in mainstream spacecraft
developments. A new program was commissioned for
this purpose. In the series of four tactical satellite
Lyke et.al.



Getting SPA Out of the Laboratory
A formalized independent review of the SPA project
was held in 2011. Chief among the findings of the
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review panel was the recommendation that the SPA
project be redirected to emphasize the large space
missions, as opposed to the original focus on rapid turn,
responsive space missions. This was primarily an
economic consideration, since responsive space only
represented about 1% of the monies invested by the Air
Force in space acquisition. It was the view of the
review panel that, as a laboratory, AFRL had taken the
concepts of SPA “far enough”. The review had a
sweeping impact, leading to a number of changes in
AFRL’s conduct of the SPA project in the following
ways:


approach did nothing to compromise positional,
navigation, and timing functions.
The second transition study involved the application of
MONARCH to hosted payloads, in which the payload
for a space-based capability is housed at the secondary
payload on a satellite with another primary purpose.
Hosted payloads take advantage of unused mass and
power margins that often exist in large spacecraft. The
concept has been considered a possible game changing
approach to future space acquisitions, since by
parasitically attaching a payload to another spacecraft,
substantial cost savings can be realized when compared
to a mission developed from scratch.

A further branding of SPA by packaging the most
mature parts and calling them “MONARCH”
(modular open network architecture)



AFRL would work closely with the primary Air
Force space acquisition organization (the Space
and Missile Center, headquartered at the Los
Angeles Air Force Base) to seek transition
opportunities in formal programs of record (a term
given to frontline developments such as the GPS
satellite)



Termination of the APT project, since the adoption
of the SPA technology by the ORS office in the
MSV development had short-circuited most of
APT’s primary objectives



Perform additional but limited maturation activities
that would address risk factors operating as barriers
to adoption by large spacecraft developments



Complete documentation and standardization
activities, primarily those requiring additional
AFRL investment

The conceptually simple exercise of connecting a
payload to a host spacecraft is complicated by the
disparity in interfaces between them. One method of
resolving this problem is to employ an intermediary,
referred to as a hosted payload interface unit (HPIU).
As part of the MONARCH transition effort, a SPAbased HPIU implementation was demonstrated in early
2014 in which the ability to rapidly retarget different
payloads to hosts was demonstrated.
In addition to the studies involving GPS and hosted
payloads, the SPA technology scored number of smaller
victories, including the publication of 10 standards
through the AIAA [9], the appearance of a new
initiative from the Office of the Director of National
Intelligence (ODNI) to establish a national standard for
spacecraft open architecture (which has included
SPA/MONARCH as one of approaches under study),
and the inclusion of SPA in a new AFRL research
program on flexible weapons. The work in SPA had
significant influence in the recently published
Technology Horizons document from the USAF chief
scientist office, which defines a vision for science and
technology over the next two decades [10].

This set of activities defined “MONARCH” as the key
transition project for the SPA technology development
for the next several years, with 2014 marking the last
year of target investments by AFRL in SPA
development.

SPACE
PLUG-AND-PLAY:
OVERVIEW

The SPA concept, which was originally motivated by
the problem of the “six-day spacecraft” [11], was
fundamentally inspired by the plug-and-play model
used in the personal computer. In this model, a number
of black box components can be rapidly added to a
host, which not only discovers these components but
also connects them to applications and operates them
with very little manual intervention. The components
can be interchanged (replaced or upgraded), and as in a
building blocks set, the components can be more or less
freely composed to form many different systems. While
much has been said about the benefits of open
architecture, it was the simple vision – that with the
right framework, real world high-performance systems

Transitions and New Horizons
Over the next several years, AFRL worked closely with
the Air Force Space and Missiles Center (SMC) in
search of transition opportunities within the major socalled “programs of record”. Despite a large budget on
paper, SMC’s palette of transition targets were sharply
limited. AFRL conducted two study efforts with SMC.
The first of these was the application of
SPA/MONARCH to an alternative embodiment of GPS
using small (e.g., 400 kg) spacecraft. For this study,
AFRL worked with Northrop Grumman to examine
using the MSV bus as the basic spacecraft, while
Broadreach Engineering formulated an independent
payload design to ensure that the plug-and-play
Lyke et.al.
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can be rapidly and painlessly developed – that drove the
entire vision of the SPA development.
SPA was envisioned as spacecraft engineering approach
to make complex systems seem simple. Of course, the
personal computing industry took many years to make
the deceptive simple plug-and-play paradigm work
through industry collaboration and a set of common
standards. Unfortunately, the lore of open systems
architecture has become a cluttered and confusing
patchwork of buzz phrases. Rather than simplifying,
the attempt to infuse open architecture concepts
indiscriminately has potentially worsened the matter, as
suggested in Figure 5. As suggested in this depiction,
the accretion of an ad hoc variety of open architecture
concepts can lead to an unmanageable polyglot.

Figure 6 MONARCH/SPA – Core Technnologies
Self-describing (black box) components. One of the
most important ideas in the spa approach is the near
dogmatic emphasis on modularity, encapsulation, single
point interfaces, and self-description. We believe the
proper enforcement of these principles leads to the
ability to effectively interchange components developed
from a variety of sources, perform technology refresh
through upgrades, and simplifying the construction of
complex systems. True modularity, which relates to the
ability to cleanly separate systems into components, is
very difficult to achieve in practice. It involves
eliminating the various manifestations of tight coupling,
such as complex wiring and software interfaces. By
seeking simple, single point interfaces (which contain
all signals and power connections), we can combat
wiring sprawl. Through the use of electronic data
sheets, which are sufficiently complete to embody all
knowledge necessary to access the interior functions of
components, we eliminate hidden couplings and
minimize interface uncertainty. In the stricture of
electronic data sheets, any functions not expressed
explicitly for all intents and purposes do not exist to the
larger system.

Figure 5. A complex tapestry of open architecture.
Our team set out to carefully craft in architecture
framework focused on achieving a result, one likely
impossible by simply adding eclectic assortments of
standards. While we didn’t set out to invent a new
approach, we also did not want to be held hostage by
standards adopted for their own sake.
Core Technologies
The core ideas of SPA can be thought of as a
framework, grounded in a set of hardware interfaces,
protocols and an infrastructure analogous to a serviceoriented architecture (SOA) for real-time systems. Like
in personal computers, components are self-describing
(via internal electronic datasheets) and software
middleware discovers and then networks components
automatically. In the special software framework
created for SPA, software applications are encapsulated
in a way analogous to the hardware black box
components, and they can also be discovered and
connected. These ideas are depicted in a very simple
form in Figure 6, and they will be briefly discussed
here.

Lyke et.al.

In traditional spacecraft systems, specific interfaces
between devices are defined in an Interface Control
Document (ICD). This approach requires significant
resources for designing custom interfaces, developing
custom device driver software, and system integration
and testing. An ICD is susceptible to error-prone human
interpretation and implementation and can consume a
significant portion of a projects budget. An ICD also
tends to serialize hardware and software development
making software development reliant on the status of
the hardware.
SPA/MONARCH uses a specific electronic data sheets
(EDS) approach, referred to as the eXtensible
Transducer Electronic DataSheet (xTEDS).
The
xTEDS, whose hierarchical representation is shown in
Figure 7, is an XML-based description embedded inside
hardware and software components to define the
capabilities of a component to the system. The EDS
replaces the ICD. This removes error-prone human
6
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interpretation and implementation and allows machinenegotiated interfaces to establish and use the controls,
capabilities, and operations of system components
without
special
customizing
configurations,
adaptations, and programming.

from the prior traditions of aerospace. In the spirit of
Christensen’s disruptive technologies [12], rather than
RS 422 and MIL-STD-1553, we chose to use USB as
the basis of the first plug-and-play fabrics. We
employed the nomenclature SPA-U to denote that,
while we based the interface on an existing standard (in
this case, USB 1.1, chosen since we had studied the
radiation hardening of this interface), it was necessary
to augment the physical layer to make it work in
spacecraft. USB, for example, out of the box supplies
5V power up to 500 mW. We needed to employ 28V
(the typical spacecraft standard), and furthermore we
bundled timing distribution in the single point ground in
the SPA-U connector. We otherwise employed the
conventions of the USB physical layer, to the point of
using off the shelf intellectual property to implement
the physical layer interface. In 2006, we studied the use
of SpaceWire as another fabric, and this became the
SPA-S standard. We again departed from the use of
traditional connectors, due to the need to supply power
and timing. As part of the first international agreement
with Sweden, we cooperatively developed a third
physical layer for SPA, based on the popular interintegrated circuit (I2C) standard. This approach, called
SPA-1, was developed as a minimalistic SPA interface,
and became popular in our nano-spacecraft
developments.

Software developers can use an EDS interface in order
to simulate the hardware. This reduces software
development time and risk because software
development is no longer dependent on the status of the
hardware development.
An EDS can also be used to auto-generate code and
remove human programming time and errors. For
example, an EDS can be used in order to determine the
type and format of the data produced by a device. This
information can then be used to auto-generate software
for de-marshaling, displaying, and recording the data.

Figure 7 Vertical hierarchy
Transducer Electronic DataSheet.

of

As part of the MONARCH transition program, we
revisited the notions of our disruptive past and began to
reconsider how SPA could be mapped to more
traditional fabrics. In our hosted payload work we
demonstrated for example the ability to interface to
MIL-STD-1553. As part of our ongoing work with
Sweden and the flexible weapons research, we have
adopted Ethernet as a low-cost fabric conducive to
rapid prototyping. We originally considered Ethernet in
2004, and our earliest work employed it, but we did not
adopt it due to the lack of radiation hardened
intellectual property. Furthermore, we felt that it would
have been desirable to have used the power on Ethernet
(PoE) standard which unfortunately required higher
voltages than are commonly used in small spacecraft.

eXtensible

Self-Organizing Networks. The USB hubs used in
personal computers exemplify the metaphor of selforganizing networks, particularly since those hubs
manage power as well as data connections using a
single-point interface. Wiring sprawls are replaced with
a single data bus capable of providing support for all
information, whether used for command, control, data
transport, or configuration. The original SPA work
examined how to do the same thing with spacecraft, and
in the PnPSat series, we employed hubs that distributed
spacecraft power alongside data connections. It has
been difficult to apply this idea perfectly in real-world
systems, since the use of “power hubs” is considered a
radical departure from the spacecraft norm of using
electrical power systems with individually managed
point-to-point connections.

An important feature of the SPA approach is not only in
its ability to work with different physical layers, but
combinations of them. This ability to bridge multiple
physical layers makes SPA an ultimate “adapter”
technology.

Standardized Interfaces. In principle, any physical
layer interface (such as USB, Ethernet, etc.), including
those for spacecraft (SpaceWire, RS-422, MIL-STD1553), can be used as the basis of a self-organizing
network infrastructure. The choices made in SPA were
interesting and at times contentious. The choices made
in 2004 represented our attempt to make a clean break

Lyke et.al.

Composable Applications and Middleware. The SPA
concepts exist into broad levels. The first of these
involve self-organize networks of black box
components. Strictly speaking, the contents of any
particular box are irrelevant. All system functions
perceived to the coordination of messages that flow
between the boxes. At the same time, SPA has evolved
7
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a second level within certain black boxes, based on a
middleware system that facilitates discovery of black
boxes and their subsequent connection to software
applications. Two generations of the middleware
system were created for SPA. The first of these, the
satellite data model (SDM), was a lightweight
framework analogous to other object resource brokering
approaches, but striving for minimalism and optimized
for real-time, fault tolerant spacecraft applications.
During the APT program, a second-generation of this
middleware was created, referred to as the SPA services
manager (SSM), as a complete re-factoring of the SDM
software.

Development Enablers and Tools
In the SPA development, there were a number of
supporting/enabling technologies, and these were often
confused with the core technologies previously
described.
Appliqué Sensor Interface Module (ASIM). Intended
originally as a development aid to simplify the interface
previously existing (legacy) components, the ASIM is
roughly analogous to simple microcontrollers, such as
the popular Arduinos. ASIMs are designed to support
direct plugging into at least one type of SPA interface
and furthermore contain support for storing and
operating an electronic datasheet. As such, the ASIM
eliminated the need to re-create a commonly needed
infrastructure amongst a variety of SPA components.
To the critics of SPA, however, ASIMs were viewed as
adding complexity and overhead, when in fact the
intent was the opposite. The intended progression of
how ASIMs would facilitate component conversion to
“native SPA” is shown in Figure 9. In one approach
(Figure 9a), a legacy device could be connected to an
ASIM that performed all “care and feeding” for the
legacy components, to include all signal and power
conditioning. This approach is at one level the most
flexible and least invasive, but also the most complex
due to the need for the ASIM to carry lots of additional
circuitry to accommodate many possible use cases. The
next level of progression would be to attach an interface
module (Figure 9b) containing key SPA interface
circuitry but would parasitically draw power from the
legacy device. This approach has lower overhead, but
more invasive and requires intimate integration with the
legacy device. The most efficient approach, considered
a best practice for engineering native plug-and-play
devices, is to embed the ASIM functions (Figure 9c).
This is the most efficient approach as it displaces some
of the circuitry normally required for any component
interface with those required in the plug-and-play
interface. A final approach that is sometimes possible
is to add software (or hardware intellectual property
within a FPGA), creating an effect a software ASIM.
The qualitative progression of overhead reduction in
these different approaches is shown in Figure 9e.

Plug-and-Play Aware Software.
To understand the meaning of “awareness” in a plugand-play concept, it is useful to consider plug-and-play
operation through a vertical model, as shown in Figure
8. In this model, lower levels refer to the set of actions
that ensure “plug” or physical layer compatibility.
These considerations span connector size, shape, pinout, voltage levels, signaling conventions, and some
aspects relating to the transport networking of data.
Upper levels refer to ideas relating to the alignment of
software applications in a complex system. We often
encountered groups who felt that merely using some
rudimentary standards, such as RS-422, what at some
level achieve in a simpler way the degree of
interoperability we sought in the SPA program.
However, as shown, many of the typical interface
standards in spacecraft, only address fragments of the
interoperability spectrum

Figure 8 Interface Stack
Establishing plug-and-play “awareness” requires
careful attention to such abstractions. In SDM and
SSM, software applications are written to have
electronic data sheets that are identical in format to
those used in hardware components. In this sense,
applications are both aware of plug-and-play and
insensitive as to whether a plug-and-play component is
a piece of hardware or software.

Lyke et.al.
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often debated but to date has not been implemented in
the SPA development.
Software Development Tools. In the early days of the
SPA program, electronic data sheets were prepared
manually with text editors. Over the years of the SPA
development, a number of software tools have been
created that simplify the generation of electronic data
sheets and the creation of software from them. The
tools range from web-based attempts (used in the Cube
Flow development) to a set of Eclipse tools have been
recently developed.
Compliance Verification Tools. An important feature
in any open architecture is the existence of tools to
verify that implementations comply with the standard.
We have learned that even the best standards can be
interpreted differently, especially across a distributed
team. In the prior NAPA project, two different SPA
modules developed in the US failed (we suspect in
different ways) to comply with a testbed in Sweden.
Most of the recent work to create compliance
monitoring tools has been in the ORS-sponsored SPA
Test Suite (SPATS) framework.
With SPATS,
developers can test SPA application code for
compliance. While far from perfect, the SPATS tool is
in some cases capable of not only detecting deviations
from the standard but indicating which sections of the
standard were violated.

Figure 9. Applique Sensor Interface Module (ASIM)
progression. (a) Legacy conversion. (b) Simplified
legacy conversion. (c) Native incorporation. (d)
Software-only.
The
rough edges (e) Representation of overhead for
bas
each approach.
Test Bypass. Test bypass is a concept inspired by
certain types of debug interfaces, in which an umbilical
can be attached to a component and connected to piece
of equipment that allows system commands to be
intercepted and system data to be replaced. For
example, under test bypass, a SPA thermometer could
be bypassed to display arbitrary temperatures instead of
the ambient. For SPA-based system development, the
test bypass feature provides a built-in means for
hardware-in-the-loop testing. In some ASIM designs,
test bypass connections were made available, further
simplifying the ability not only to make devices
compatible with SPA, but to enable a far greater ease in
debug and troubleshooting than is practical and
conventional systems. When test bypass could be
applied in our historical work on the SPA development,
it had an empowering benefit.

Through the NAPA project, or other useful tools have
been developed to assist with remote site development
and integration. Dedicated ground support equipment,
referred to as the “Virtual Satellite Integration” (VSI)
tool, is capable of extending SPA connections across an
Internet connection, allowing different portions of the
system to be virtually integrated. These developments
only hint of a broader space of possibilities in the
development of interchangeable elements for future
plug-and-play systems.

Not strictly required for plug-and-play, test bypass was
not always used in developing particular SPA systems.
Since test bypass in its original form required to
separate umbilical connection, this feature, which had
some advantages (since test traffic was not carried over
the primary network) also carried with it some
undesired side effects, namely due to the need to carry
additional connectors and wires. In a complex system
with dozens of components, the amount of overhead
required for the test bypass functionality was
undesirable. One obvious solution to this problem
would be to employ an in-band test bypass approach,
which namely would require test bypass traffic be
superimposed over the network used normally to
operate a spacecraft. This idea, which has its own
drawbacks (such as loading a network and possibly
adding non-determinism to its traffic patterns), was

Lyke et.al.

A DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE SSM
MIDDLEWARE
The SPA Services Manager (SSM) is an open source
implementation of the SPA Standards that supports core
PnP self-discovery and configuration of a spacecraft
system [17].
The diagram below illustrates the SPA system
architecture. The SSM implementation covers the SPA
Middleware, Platform Abstraction Library, and SPA
API layers of the diagram.
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These queries can be made on any set of attributes
found within an EDS and may even specify desired
ranges of numeric attributes such as precision or
accuracy. The Lookup Service is responsible for
providing the necessary address information which
allows the issuer of the query to communicate with any
of the returned result provider. If a match were to
become available at a later time after a query was
issued the Lookup Service is capable of reporting those
matches to a prior query. When components become
unavailable in the system the Lookup Service can notify
those to whom it had previously reported matches,
allowing them to select a different source.
Component Addressing Service
The Central Addressing Service (CAS) is responsible
for providing unique logical address blocks upon
request from a system component. These logical
address blocks are 64K in size, allowing the requester
to distribute the individual addresses to any hardware of
software components that it manages. The base or start
of the assigned address block should always be
assumed by the requester. Because the base address
holder is responsible for the distribution of addresses
within the address block, it should be able to
communicate and route messages to any of the
components to which it has assigned an address. Traffic
destined for any sub-addresses will be directed to the
base address if no direct route is known. This allows the
core components in the SSM to only be required to hold
a single routing table entry for each address block. The
CAS maintains a table containing each of these logical
address block assignments along with the UUID of the
requester. Should the requester fail and re-request an
address block at a later time, the CAS will always
assign the same block of addresses. Doing this
minimizes the impact to the rest of the system as fewer
routing table entries will require updating.

Figure 10 SSM Architecture
The Core Services described in the diagram include the
Lookup Service, the Central Address Service, and the
Time Service. The Subnet Management is made up of a
series of subnet managers specific to the different SPA
physical subnet types and the Core Libraries refers to
the libraries like the Platform Abstraction Layer used
by the SSM. The SPA API refers to a high-level
application development framework which abstracts
many of the intricacies and protocols associated with
SPA application development.
Another key point of the system architecture is that the
SSM is designed and implemented as a distributable
system – all of its components must be location and
startup order independent. This means that the SSM
core components may be run on any networked
processing node and that all of those components may
start in any order without affecting the functionality of
the system.
Operating System Support
With the SSM being supplied as a baseline
implementation for use by various contractors and
entities, it became essential that the software be useable
across multiple platforms and operating systems. The
SSM has been developed and tested under the Linux
2.6, VxWorks 6.x, and Windows XP/Vista/7 operating
systems. Varied operating system support allows for
ease of development, testing, and simulation under
development systems running Windows or desktop
Linux - while also fully supporting more flight capable
systems running versions of Linux or VxWorks.

Time Service
The Timing Service is the component within the SSM
tasked with maintaining the system-wide synchronized
time and facilitating access to that time for all other
system components. Typical systems generally have
multiple timing sources available, each with its own
accuracy, precision, or resolution. One of the key tasks
that the Time Service performs is the selection and
activation of the best time source in the system. When a
time source is activated it becomes responsible for
sourcing the pulse-per-second signal as well as
providing a time-at-tone message to all subscribers.
Active time sources might change, for example, as GPS
lock is acquired or lost and this selection and activation
is performed periodically to ensure the best time source
is always being utilized. The Time Service also acts as
a distributer of time synchronization messages for those

Lookup Service
The Lookup Service is a central component in the SSM.
It is responsible for collecting component information
detailed in each component’s EDS. Upon receipt of an
EDS it is parsed, indexed, and stored in a manner to
facilitate both simple and more complex queries.
Components may query the Lookup Service to locate
any needed data, commands or services in the system.
Lyke et.al.
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components in the systems that are not capable of
directly subscribing to the time sources themselves. A
component desiring this time-at-tone forwarding from
the Time Service need only add a standardized
command message in their EDS. This allows simple
data producing components to not be burdened by
issuing queries and making or managing data
subscriptions.

algorithms best suited to their specific subnet to
accomplish this set of responsibilities.
Routing is performed using simple packetencapsulation as a packet enters and leaves a subnet.
This is necessary as each subnet type requires certain
headers and packet formats. For example, a packet
traversing a SpaceWire subnet would be encapsulated
in a SpaceWire header/footer. If that packet were to
leave that SpaceWire subnet, the packet would be
encapsulated in the header/footer of the next subnet.
This encapsulation maintains message integrity and
checksum validity even if a message were to traverse
many subnets between its source and eventual
destination.

SPA Subnet Managers
A SPA network may be composed of various
interoperating sub networks. These sub networks may
or may not be of the same physical network medium. If
heterogeneous networks are present in the system, their
presence should be completely transparent to all SPA
devices and applications. This is facilitated through the
concept of SPA Subnet Managers. An example SPA
network is shown in the diagram below.

SPA-Local Subnet Manager
The SPA-Local (SPA-L) subnet includes all software
components utilizing the same IPC mechanism for
communication within a single processor. This subnet
of software applications is managed by a single SPALocal Subnet Manager (SM-L). All applications
(whether they be core SSM applications and other SPA
applications) running on a processing node. This
requires that one SM-L must exist on each processing
node capable of hosting SPA applications. Three
distinct SPA-Local subnets are highlighted in the image
below.

Figure 11 Example SPA Network
Subnet Managers are labeled in the diagram above as
“SM-X” and primarily exist at transition points between
two different physical mediums. Regardless of the
physical subnet type that a subnet manager is
managing, all subnet managers within the SSM are
responsible for performing the following tasks:
•

Component discovery

•

Subnet component address assignment

•

Component health and status monitoring

•

Act as a routing gateway

•

Routing messages across and within its subnet

Figure 12 SPA-Local Subnet Manager
Component discovery on the SPA-L subnet is
performed by following a simple protocol specific to
the SPA-L subnet. This protocol must be specific only
to this subnet as its messages contain the link-layer
routing information necessary to establish the logical to
physical address translation required to actually route
packets.
All messages traversing the SPA-L subnet are
encapsulated into UDP packets. These messages may
be sent point-to-point within the subnet and message
traffic need not route through the local SPA-L Subnet
Manager. This does not preclude components which
choose not to maintain routing information from using
the SM-L as a routing gateway.

While all of the above tasks must be performed by each
subnet manager, they need not all do so in the same
manner. Characteristics vary greatly between a
SpaceWire subnet and an I2C subnet and each subnet
manager within the SSM utilizes protocols and

Lyke et.al.
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an endpoint and assign it a SPA Logical Address. SPA
applications will use this logical address to send
messages to I2C components.

SPA-SpaceWire Subnet Manager
The SPA-SpaceWire (SPA-S) subnet consists of all
hardware components present on a SpaceWire network.
This can include many SPA-S components, SpaceWire
routers, as well as the entry points into multiple
processing nodes. The ability to interconnect processing
nodes via a SpaceWire network possibly introduces
multiple entry points into a subnet, requiring multiple
SPA-SpaceWire Subnet Managers (SM-S) operating on
a single SPA-S subnet.

The Figure below shows a typical SPA system
consisting of an I2C subnet manager, SPA-1 endpoints,
and connected SPA-Local interconnects with associated
services. In order for a SPA endpoint in an I 2C subnet
to be addressable by the system, the SPA-1 will be able
to identify the position of the endpoint and its
associated SPA components during topology discovery,
request a logical address block for the components and
request registration for the component from the SPA
Lookup Service. Once the component has delivered its
EDS to the SPA Lookup Service, the component may
be used for services by other SPA components in the
network.

The SSM handles this special case by treating all SM-S
on a single subnet as one distributed SM-S. As a whole,
all SM-S on the subnet cooperate to perform all
necessary subnet manager functionality without
conflicting with one another. This cooperation is
accomplished through the designation of primary and
secondary roles and establishing these roles at run-time.
Dynamically assigning these roles allows other SM-S to
change roles if the primary SM-S has failed. With the
roles in place only the primary SM-S requests an assign
block and assigns addresses to the individual
components on the subnet. However, due to the
wormhole or path-based routing used on SpaceWire, all
SM-S must perform the discovery process. This
discovery process is repeated periodically to detect the
addition of newly powered-on components in the
network.

SPA1
Device

SPA1
Device

SPA1
Device

SM-L

CAS

SPA-L

SM-1

SPA
Lookup
Service
SPA1
Device

SPA1
Device

SPA1
Device

SPA1
Device

An I2C network has only one class of devices defined:
endpoints. An endpoint in a SPA I2C subnet will be a
SPA-1 compliant device. Since the I2C bus is a simple
Master/Slave bus, a separate set of protocols were
created. All messages from an endpoint will be directed
to the SM-1 and translated to SPA messages.

Discovering components on a SPA-S subnet is
accomplished through a network flood which takes
advantage of wormhole routing to discover the presence
of routers. Subsequent pings sent to the routers output
ports discover any connected endpoints. Performing
discovery in this manner allows for use of any
commercial SpaceWire routers. This can ease the
transition to using SPA-S as nothing beyond industry
standard SpaceWire is required. Like the SPA-L
discovery process, discovery on SPA-S is performed
utilizing a message set specific to subnet as the
messages must contain link-layer routing information.

The endpoint will also be capable of supporting the
discovery protocol defined within this document if it is
to be usable on a SPA-1 network. Processors must
similarly comply with the described protocols and can
also host a software application responsible for
performing the discovery function on the SPA-1
network. These applications (there may be many on the
network accomplishing the same discovery activity and
negotiating a master) are the originators of the message
set described in this document.

SPA-S Managers must also be capable of calculating a
SpaceWire route between any two points in the subnet.
This is necessary as SPA-S components on the subnet
do not generally perform a full network topology
mapping, nor maintain complete routing tables. These
components may ask an SM-S for the best route to any
logically addressed component in the system. This
allows for point-to-point routing to occur within the
SPA-S subnet, while also ensuring that packets leaving
the subnet do so in the most efficient manner possible.

Figure 13 SPA I2C Subnet
Platform Abstraction Layer (PAL)
To facilitate the multi-platform support while also
simplifying the process of adding support for additional
operating systems and platforms, a Platform
Abstraction Layer (PAL) has been created. This layer is
a series of classes which provide a common public
interface to access underlying operating system and
architecture specific functionality and behavior. Some
examples of items abstracted through this layer include

SPA-1 (I2C) Subnet Manager
I2C is simple bus technology that allows a master to
read or write from any slave according to a
predetermined slave address. The SM-1 will discover

Lyke et.al.
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threads, semaphores, byte-ordering, and timers.
Hardware interfaces specific to different platforms,
such as a processor’s SpaceWire interface, have also
been abstracted to allow adding or modifying the
hardware specific driver interactions without a need to
modify any of the core SSM source. When porting the
SSM software to a new platform the goal has been to
limit modifications to within the private portion of this
layer. This has held true in the initial ports to the
VxWorks and Windows operating systems.

•

Usage of the PAL is not limited to the SSM. Any SPA
application wishing to maintain portability across
multiple platforms may utilize the PAL. This allows the
application to be recompiled for a new platform without
a need to modify any source code.

•

Selecting and presenting the best available
result from a query to the user

•

Subscribing or unsubscribing to data

•

Requesting and renewing subscription leases

•

Issuing commands or requests

•

Providing custom periodic events

•

Gracefully shutdown, deregistering EDS with
the Lookup Service

SSM Application Developer’s API
Plug-and-play applications bring many benefits over
traditional spacecraft software development such as
reusability, physical location abstraction, and
adaptability to changing resource availability. However,
developing applications for SPA can greatly increase
the complexity of the application while also introducing
a learning curve for developers. This is due not only to
the need to handle the various SPA protocols involved
in enabling plug-and-play, but also the need to adapt to
and utilize available data sources. Applications no
longer read one data set from a serial port and another
from an I2C sensor – all data is queried-for and
subscriptions must be established and maintained.
Writing the code to perform discovery, issue queries,
select results, and make subscriptions can be a daunting
task. To facilitate SPA application development, Space
Dynamics Laboratory (SDL) has designed and
developed an API for interacting with the SPA system
at very high-level. With little or no code the SSM API
can perform the following tasks for the user:
•

SPA-Local discovery

•

Logical address assignment and Lookup
Service address discovery

•

EDS registration

•

Creation of minimal EDS for system
registration purposes if no EDS is provided

•

Timed data publication and management of
subscribers

•

Receiving commands and requests

•

Data
marshaling,
un-marshaling,
coercion, and byte ordering conversions

Lyke et.al.

Issuing queries for data, commands, or
requests
o

Support for both very simple
standards-based queries or more
complex data-centric queries

o

Queries can be for a single provider
or all matching providers in the
system

THE CURRENT SPA STANDARDS
Formal standards for SPA have been created by AFRL,
and ten of these documents have been published by the
AIAA. Following is a summary of these AIAA
standards. They do not represent every facet of SPA
development, including some of the more experimental
technologies.
SPA Ontology Standard
The SPA Ontology Standard revolves around the
extensible Transducer Electronic Data Sheet (xTEDS).
Every hardware device or software application used
within a SPA system must have an associated selfdescribing electronic data sheet (EDS) that fully
explains the component (device or application) to other
components in the system. The xTEDS contains
descriptions of all component-specific commands
accepted, variables produced, and data messages that
can be delivered by the component. It fully describes
the services or data provided by the component and
represents the complete protocol for accessing these
services or data. This standard establishes the format
and allowable terminology for the xTEDS required for
inclusion with each component of a SPA satellite
system to define the specific data interfaces to the
component. The xTEDS uses XML to provide a
schema-controlled language for the data sheet that
allows users to define their own elements in accordance

type
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with the SPA xTEDS Schema and the W3C XML
Schema.

SPA Logical Interface Standard
The SPA Logical Interface Standard describes the high
level capabilities provided by components within a SPA
network. The messages, protocols, and interactions a
standard SPA component will use to participate in the
SPA network are defined. This document provides the
complete list of standard SPA messages; the message
structure defines the exact format of the entire message
and its fields, and; describes how the fields are used.
The standard message header, extended header, and
footer are defined in the first section.

The xTEDS uses the eXtensible Markup Language
(XML) to provide a schema-controlled language for the
data sheet that allows users to define their own
elements in accordance with the SPA-developed
xTEDS Schema and the W3C XML Schema. All
xTEDS prepared for SPA implementations must be
validated for conformance with the SPA xTEDS
Schema and the XML Schema using some form of a
“validating XML parser.

The messages and protocols that components must
abide by to find one another and exchange data are
defined in the second and third sections. These
capabilities are enumerated in figure below. The
sequence of events, commands, responses and message
formats required to accomplish each of the functions
shown in the figure are defined. Messages and
protocols related to managing Quality of Service needs
(QOS). The services provided in this section of the
Standard are informative as not all of the concepts have
been sufficiently tested to support a normative
reference.

To simplify xTEDS development, xTEDS interface
templates may be employed for commonly-used
interfaces, such as device power and device safety.
The SPA Ontology Standard provides guidance in
developing SPA compliant xTEDS and provides details
on available templates.
The xTEDS identifier (XUUID) provides a unique
identification of each xTEDS within the network. The
XUUID is used to uniquely identify the entire xTEDS
stream using a variation on a look-up table. This allows
the use of the XUUID to cache xTEDS and prevent full
exchange of xTEDS at system start up or discovery.

This document does not attempt to describe how the
messages are transported from one component to the
other. This document and its messages are agnostic to
message routing, message delivery, or the network
topology. Those details are documented in the SPA
Networking Standard.

A common set of terms has been defined that are shared
by all SPA applications to allow for the creation of
xTEDS that are understood and accessed by
components throughout the system. Descriptions of
data products within data messages conform to the
structure defined in the Ontology Standard and rely on
profile specific terms defined under a Common Data
Dictionary (CDD). Terms used in the Common Data
Dictionary (CDD) must be easily recognized by the
system developers, unique for each variable type, and
non-duplicating. A parser used to validate the SPA
xTEDS against the xTEDS schema should also test the
xTEDS against the CDD to ensure only registered terms
are used.
Annex A of the xTEDS Standard provides format and
access details on the electronically-maintained
Common Data Dictionary (CDD) for SPA. Devicespecific names and their meanings, as well as the list of
common commands, are contained in the Common
Data Dictionary (CDD). The parser used to validate the
SPA xTEDS against the xTEDS schema also tests the
xTEDS against the Common Data Dictionary (CDD) to
ensure only registered terms are used. This document is
application/domain-specific.

Figure 14 Component Data and Network
Capabilities defined in the SPA Logical Interface
Standard
A method of providing component identification is also
provided. Each component has a Component
Universally Unique Identifier (CUUID). No two
components in any SPA system share the same CUUID.
The CUUID is used by the SPA services, and by
application or mission specific software to determine
specific device type, manufacture date, component
position, and other component specific characteristics.
Its small fixed size of 128 bits makes it ideal for quick
comparison and identification in a database. An
algorithm has been defined such that two component

Access information for the SPA xTEDS Schema, the
XML Schema and a validating XML parser is provided
in this document.
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vendors can independently generate the CUUID with an
extremely low probability of duplication.

data, a timing synchronization pulse, grounding
connections, and (if specified) a Test Bypass data
interface. The connector type and pin assignments are
described, along with definitions of connector gender
and mechanical mounting. Requirements are provided
for the associated cabling, including details of
shielding, shield termination, insulation and cable
impedance.

SPA Networking Standard
The SPA Networking Standard defines normative
requirements for network topology discovery, routing,
component registration, and subscription processing. It
also develops the reader’s understanding of these
concepts through the use of informative process
sequence diagrams.

Thermal control of SPA devices is accomplished by the
rejection of dissipated power to the mounting surface
(conduction) or to the surrounding environment
(radiation). The spacecraft provides a conductive
interface for the SPA device, however, the device
designer may choose other approaches such as heat
rejection to space via radiators.

The Network Standard also establishes the overall SPA
network methodology, the approach to abstraction of
unique
transport
details,
and
methods
of
communicating across multiple similar and dissimilar
networks.
This standard defines the minimum
requirements for the components in a SPA network for
the functions of network topology discovery, routing
table construction and distribution, packet routing,
gateway operations, and dynamic reconfiguration. It
also specifies what quality of service guarantees must
be provided within a SPA network.

SPA 28V Power Service Standard
This SPA 28V Power Service Standard details how
power is supplied to SPA system components. The
voltage reference system (VRS) associated with the
spacecraft power service follows single-point ground
(SPG) power architecture. The standard establishes
specifications regarding the quality of the power service
such as voltage ripple, transients, and interruptions.

SPA System Timing Standard
The SPA System Timing Standard establishes a
common method for synchronizing time across all SPA
devices, processors, and applications through
distribution of synchronization pulses.

The scope of this document is limited to the interface
between a SPA-equipped spacecraft and SPAcompliant device. This interface is implemented at a
physical SPA endpoint connector, specified in the SPA
Physical Interface Standard, which contains details of
the connector type, pin assignments and wiring
harnesses. Details of the design of a specific spacecraft
electrical power subsystem, including power sources
such as solar arrays, and power storage devices, such as
batteries, are not relevant to the SPA power interface
described in this document.

Discussions on availability, latency, jitter, and drift
provide general guidelines on system timing
requirements which are intended to meet the needs of
most systems.
Systems requiring greater timing
accuracy than described herein may be implemented
within the Space Plug-and-Play Architecture with
enhanced or modified timing provisions as necessary.
Annexes A and B are informational and provide
information on timing disruptions, time source priority,
and master clock source considerations, with
descriptions of timing implementation within a
reference model.

The SPA power service is regulated 28V to 34V power
provided to SPA endpoint components through the
connectors specified in the Physical Interface Standard
in three current range classes. Battery over-voltage and
under-voltage limiting is provided by the power system
to control the battery state of charge and to manage
spacecraft load. Specifications for main bus voltage
ripple, current ripple, bus impedance, and transients are
provided. Hard and soft over-current protection is
provided by the main bus power service. Device inrush current limits and over-current fault conditions are
described for each of the endpoint power levels. With
this approach, the nominal +28V battery bus voltage
return is tied to the spacecraft structure only at the
negative battery terminal. When multiple batteries are
used, the primary battery is used to establish the single
point ground (SPG). All additional battery negative
terminals are wired together. All +28V return lines
flow through the power distribution modules and

SPA Physical Interface Standard
The SPA Physical Interface Standard details the
mechanical, thermal and electrical connector interface
requirements for SPA hardware components on a SPAcompliant spacecraft.
Reporting requirements for
mechanical and thermal design data, such as mass, CG,
envelope, radiator and heater locations, etc. are
specified.
The standard mechanical interface is a bolted
connection to a regularly spaced grid of threaded holes.
The grid spacing and fastener size are specified for each
particular SPA standard.
The SPA electrical connector interface consists of one
or more connectors that contain provisions for power,
Lyke et.al.
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instrument SPA interface in order to supply a single
return path for primary SPA component power.
Secondary instrument power is referenced to both the
instrument housing and spacecraft structure. Note that
this is a voltage reference only. The minimum current
flowing through instrument chassis returns and into the
spacecraft structure is detailed in the Power
Specification.

this is the role of a SPA subnet manager (SM-s). The
fundamental roles of a SPA subnet manager (SM-x) are
described briefly in the following bullets and in greater
detail within this specification document.

The single point ground (SPG) of the SPA System is
located at the negative terminal of the primary SPA
battery. When multiple batteries are used, the battery
nearest to the power source, i.e. solar array or solar
array regulator, shall be selected as the primary battery.
The single point ground (SPG) is rigidly mounted to the
spacecraft structure with a specified maximum
impedance between the negative battery terminal and
spacecraft structure. All SPA primary power circuits
and components are isolated from the chassis structure
and secondary power and signal circuits. Resistance
values for secondary power returns are specified for
surfaces used for the purpose of establishing a chassis
ground.
SPA Test Bypass Extension Standard
The Test Bypass Extension Standard defines how to
implement optional test bypass functionality in SPA
components to support component-level and integrated
system test activities. Test bypass is the mechanism by
which simulated test data may be injected into the
running SPA system (or by which operational data may
be extracted from various test points within the system
during integration and test). This standard is applicable
to all SPA devices and systems that support a bypass
function for testing purposes. This document also
contains the messaging protocol for test bypass.
SPA Subnet Adaptation Standards (SPA-x)
The role of a SPA subnet manager (SM-x) implemented
for any transport protocol is to abstract the peculiarities
of the subnet away, so that SPA core components and
clients of those components need not know specific
details to target components in the subnet for
communication. To date, SPA common messaging has
been bridged to several transport flavors, including
USB, SpaceWire, and I2C. Research is in progress to
develop the standard for Optical transport as well.

Discovering all nodes on the network and their
associated SPA components

•

Performing any work required to configure the
network infrastructure to support addressing

•

Requesting to register the components of the
subnet with the SPA Lookup Service on the SPA
Network

•

Tallying required addresses, probing other
managers on the subnet for their totals, and
requesting address blocks to meet those needs. It
also stores assigned logical addresses for SPA
components on the subnet, and can partition the
address block provided and assign them to other
managers.

•

Distributing information (if necessary) to allow all
endpoints on the subnet to route to any other
endpoint on the subnet

•

Mapping a SPA message to an endpoint on the
subnet

•

Releasing messages arriving from the subnet onto
the SPA-L in the proper form for local routing

•

Providing bridging capability when two or more
adapters are installed on a host. This is the ability
to pass messages from one subnet to another,
regardless of the type of transport.

SPA SpaceWire Subnet Adaptation (SPA-S) Standard
The SPA-S Subnet Adaptation Standard describes how
to implement a SpaceWire network within a SPA
system, including details associated with the required
support functions of networking infrastructure
components and compliance of endpoints residing at
node locations on the network.
SpaceWire is a point to point “switch fabric” transport
consisting of routers and nodes. A “path routing”
addressing scheme is used for SPA applications to pass
packets between nodes on the network. The SpaceWire
Adaptation Standard describes the implementation of
SPA network features on a SpaceWire subnet. The
physical details of SpaceWire related to signal levels,
harnessing, etc. are expressed in the SpaceWire
standard document ECSS-E-50-12C. This document
does not discuss physical details of SpaceWire
expressed in the SpaceWire standard document.

In SPA, a subnet manager is a construct that bridges to
a protocol other than that natively supported by SPA
messaging. SPA supports a native packet format and
addressing protocol which is independent of the low
level networks on which it is transported. In order for
the SPA services to access a SpaceWire subnet, there
must be a broker that allows the component discovery
and messaging communication functions to occur
despite the fact that they are not natively supported –
Lyke et.al.
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This document specifies the means by which the SPA
features of networked component registration, and
message routing to endpoints on a SpaceWire network
are facilitated. Accomplishing this requires low-level
messaging on the SpaceWire network to provide the
“convergence functions” to allow the common SPA
messages to be transported.

layer was also written to be extensible so that other
subnets could be easily added without modification to
other layers. The Device layer is the final layer. It
represents all of the functionality required to interface
with specific hardware.
The benefits of the ASIM core library resides in the
layered approach. When a sensor developer wishes to
write a SPA sensor component, the developer only
needs to write in the application layer and does not need
to worry about hardware. If any updates to the ASIM
Core Library SPA layer are received later, then the
developer only needs to recompile the sensor
component. Since the device layer abstracts the
physical hardware from the library and developer,
changes in hardware can be handled by simply creating
a new device layer for the hardware. With the
separation of these layers, a single application can be
used on any number of supported hardware.

CURRENT SPA DEVELOPMENT WORK
In this section, we summarize several ongoing projects
in SPA development that should be completed in 2014.
Standard Component Template Library. The SCTL
(Standard Component Template Library) project
represents a move forward in xTEDS functionality and
handling. These changes are designed to make it easier
for systems engineers to adopt and integrate a SPA
system. SCTL is a library of standardized xTEDS
templates for devices that are commonly used on a
spacecraft system. A particular device type would have
a standard xTEDS and therefore produce data and
conduct network communication in a standardized way
regardless of specific underlying hardware or
manufacturer. Proprietary devices can still be quickly
integrated with the SPA system, provided that the
device complies with the communication interface
described in the standardized xTEDS template for that
particular component type.

Open ASIM. Open ASIM is a modest initiative to
develop a fully open implementation of intellectual
property capable of realizing a compliant SPA
component by construction. In principle, it is only
necessary to synthesize Open ASIM in a suitable FPGA
or ASIC technology. Open ASIM is based on the
popular open RISC architecture, and supports SPA-S
and SPA-1 interfaces, as well as the ASIM core library.
MONARCH Studio. Following our previous work in
tool development for the SSM middleware [17], a more
comprehensive an integrated suite is currently in
development. MONARCH Studio is a simple but
capable framework, hosting plug-in modules that
dramatically enhance development productivity:

In addition to the standardization of xTEDS according
to component type, SCTL will use xTEDS schema
3.0.0. Previous xTEDS schema versions have the ability
to describe what a component provides to the system;
xTEDS schema 3.0.0 also offers the ability to describe
what a component needs from the system
(Dependencies). This provides a more complete and
descriptive portrayal of the component for systems
engineers, as well as providing information for the SPA
system to resolve Dependencies through an automatic
mechanism as an alternate to the current SSM method
of applications issuing system queries to resolve
Dependencies.
ASIM Core Library. The ASIM Core Library is a
generic implementation of SSM libraries for use on
embedded platforms. The library uses a layered
approach to separate different functionality. The
Application layer is at the top and represents the
application sensor interface. The next layer down is the
API layer. The API layer contains all of the needed
functions to support interfacing with the SSM system. It
abstracts all of the SSM related functionality into a few
easy to use functions. The next layer if the SPA layer.
The SPA layer contains all network level functionality.
This layer allows components to participate on a SPA
system using s SpaceWire or I2C subnet. The SPA
Lyke et.al.
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Log Analyzer. Provides the examine log entries
that come from SSM. The user can either open log
files or they can subscribe to running SSM
components to receive their logs. It has a built-in
searching ability to find specific things and
includes many ways to filter log messages.



Network Map. Determines the layout of a running
SSM network in near realtime.



xTEDS System Validator. Performs analyses and
dependency checking on a collection of xTEDS
templates.



System Explorer. Enables runtime interaction with
SPA components on the network to eliminate
labor-intensive debugging approaches (e.g., writing
custom applications to interact with components).
The System Explorer can subscribe to available
notifications and display it on screen or plot it on a
graph when received. The System Explorer can
also be used to send commands or requests to
components on the network.
28th Annual AIAA/USU
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spacecraft profiler, while whimsical in its depiction, is
based on well-established heuristics in computer
science and operations research. These templates, when
fed into other tools, lead to the comprehensive
generation of a set of specifications for a buildable
system. It is conceivable, as is the case in complex
integrated circuit design, the powerful simulation tools
can run many crosschecks and support backward
annotation (feedback to earlier stages in the design
process) with the objective of achieving design closure.
While nothing in this design flow seems to require a
base of plug-and-play technologies, the ability to create
a compilable infrastructure for system design is likely
far more tractable with the modular approaches, such as
those that the SPA program set out to create.

Lookup Service Editor.
Enables runtime
manipulation of component properties, system
properties, and component dependencies. Supports
ability to update these values live (in system).

Figure 15. MONARCH Studio development
framework example plug-in module.
Open-Source Repository. An important step in the
transition of SPA to a prospective community of
interest is the establishment of an open-source
repository. At the time of this writing, it is envisioned
that this repository will contain a variety of code
repositories and documentation capturing many of the
products described in this paper. We expect, for
example, the inclusion of the source code for SSM, the
ASIM core library, the Open ASIM, and the associated
development and compliance monitoring tools.
Figure 16. A pushbutton tool flow sequence for
satellite design automation.

BLEEDING EDGE RESEARCH IN SIX-DAY
SPACECRAFT
The original studies for responsive space leading to the
development of SPA identified a broad range of ideas,
and SPA was only one of them. SPA by itself does not
guarantee spacecraft (or any other system) on-demand.
This section briefly sketches a few of the other
technologies necessary to empower rapid systems
development. The existence of plug-and-play
technologies are critically important, and they are
assumed as prerequisites for these advanced ideas,
some of which were pursued variously over the course
of the intervening SPA development program.

The SPA program gave us opportunities to examine
some concepts of satellite design automation, leading to
developments such as Quick Sat [13] and enhancements
to previous simulation frameworks, such as the
Spacecraft Design Tool (SDT) tool suite [14]. While
these were significant achievements in their own right,
they never quite came close to the original vision, and
hence this concept remains ripe for future exploration.
Significant work in software-based configurators [15],
which power many modern websites, allow for human
mediated design flows, such as those suggested in
Figure 16.

The Pushbutton Tool Flow (PBTF) for Satellite
Design Automation (SDA)
One representation of a possible design sequence for
spacecraft using a pushbutton tool flow is shown in
Figure 16. The initial phase of design would be a
wizard driven mission capture process (in analogy to
schematic capture and electrical design). An
optimization tool would translate design constraints and
knowledge of a available (or create-able) components
into templates for buildable spacecraft. This notion of a

Adaptive Manifolds for Rapidly Forming Custom
Wiring Pathways
Simplifying the components of the system into a
modular form requires reducing electrical interfaces,
ideally into a single connector/cable, as in the case of
the USB standard. Unfortunately, this is rarely possible,
particularly when it is necessary to pass analog and
radiofrequency (RF) information. Ordinarily, this
situation leads to the need for custom cabling, even in
the cases of modular, plug-and-play systems. As part of

Lyke et.al.
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the plug-and-play research program, we studied the
novelty of a modular programmable wiring system.
Conceptually, these approaches are based on
embedding configurable wiring manifolds within
structures, such as spacecraft panels. Components
connecting to these panels could be wired on-demand
by configuring the various panels to complete the
wiring pathways. A single panel example is shown in
Figure 16.

from its pieces, additional concepts are necessary to
organize the mass of information into a manageable
form. At the same time, we might consider a system in
its hierarchy to represent a directed acyclic graph of
dependencies, such as shown in Figure 18. Components
at the lowest level correspond to SPA components
(hardware and software). Intermediate nodes usually
represent software applications, and these represent
opportunities for software auto-coding in which spa
compliant applications might be generated from highlevel descriptions with little human touch labor. Finally,
at the highest levels we might consider that a spacecraft
(or other top level platform) might be itself merely a
component or node in a higher-level construct of a
complex mission involving many such nodes.

Figure 17. Adaptive wiring panel concept.
The idea of smart panels was already a fixture of the
PnPSat series. However, the types of wiring
connections that were routable were limited to network
and fixed power connections. In the adaptive wiring
concept, arbitrary signals (including variable analog,
power, and microwave) could be formed dynamically
on demand using approaches very similar to those in
FPGAs for wiring complex circuits together. The
difference in this type of adaptive wiring and those used
in FPGAs and even in the PnPSats is the use of
dedicated copper pathways and a great many (hundreds
or thousands) of individual relay switches. These
switches would be closed on demand to form the
needed pathways as suggested in the Figure 17
example. The study of these adaptive wiring panels at
AFRL preceded the SPA, in several generations of this
work have been documented [16], although none of this
work was deemed sufficiently matured to become part
of the SPA/MONARCH baseline.

Figure 18. A system hierarchy, every node of which
can be represented with an electronic datasheet.
CONCLUSION
In looking back over the last decade marking the
development of spa, the formation of the Operationally
Responsive Space program office, the increased interest
in open architectures to combat difficulties in large
system acquisitions, one may ask what is different
today. Many of the problems we set out to solve
remain. Acquisitions are still painful and protracted,
and while innovations in spacecraft are coming from
some unexpected corners (most notably in cube
satellites, commercial space launch, and innovative
small spacecraft development), most of the aerospace
industry remains conservative and remarkably resilient
to change. The SPA development program explored an
aggressive set of technology ideas, all themed around
the hope of proving that one day, it will be possible to
build a six-day spacecraft. Some controversy around
the goals remains, and we never built a spacecraft in six
days. Still, SPA has had a significant impact on the
thinking in the aerospace industry, and it has advanced
the dialog and influenced the development plans of
various groups, as we have learned informally in our
interactions over the years of this development. It will
be interesting to see how well the traditional model

Auto-Coding of Applications and Ground Consoles
Early on in the spa development, in our
experimentation with web-based satellite management
using tools such as RIMS, we demonstrated the
generation of automatic webpages using the xTEDS of
individual components.
Hence, it is possible to
generate a comprehensive set of these, corresponding
one-for-one with each and every hardware and software
component in a SPA system. While at one level this
notion is encouraging, as it suggests the possibility of
automatically generating a console to control system
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fares over the next decade as budget pressures become
still more oppressive, and yet the pressures for
innovation remain.

northrop.aspx?admgarea=TC_DefenseIT,
accessed June 1, 2014).

As the long-standing research program at AFRL winds
down (with 2014 being the last year of formal support
as a stand-alone research and development project), the
SPA research will continue, sometimes in part if not in
whole, directly or indirectly, in other initiatives, some
discussed in this paper. The open-source repository
scheduled soon for completion at the time of this
writing, which we expect will exist for at least another
five years, will provide a knowledge base for most of
our lessons learned in this pursuit of the six-day, plugand-play spacecraft.
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